Instructions for the SS100BT and SS125BT

Android Instructions:
Before using the SS125BT for the first time the shaker needs to be fully charged.
To use the SS100BT, simply plug into an electrical outlet.

Indicator LEDs – SS125BT only:
When connected by USB:
Solid Green = Full charge
Solid Red = Charging
When battery-powered:
Blinking Green = Battery ok
Blinking Red = Battery low

Configuring your SS100BT / SS125BT (Sonic Bomb) App
1.
Open the app and go through the automatic steps allowing the app to use the appropriate
permissions.
2.
Check to make sure your phone is set to allow notifications including your “lock screen”
notifications in settings.
3.

SS100BT: Plug the shaker in.

SS125BT: On the shaker, turn the switch to “ON”.
4.
For both, pair mode will only be active for 1 minute after step 3. Touch pair in the app to finish.
The pair process might take a few seconds.

Set up of Notifications
Choose from the notification list which events will make your SS100BT / SS125BT vibrate.

Notifications Setup (options disabled by default):
1.

Phone Calls – enable for vibrations when you receive a call.

2.

Text Messages – enable for vibrations when you receive a text.

3.

Gmail Received – enable for vibrations when you receive an email.

Setting Alarms
1.

Set the alarm or alarm(s) to the desired time and day. Hit save or options for additional features.

Options:
1.

Strength – setting for the intensity of vibrations (default strongest strength).

2.

Alarm Duration – 15 seconds to 10 minutes (default is one minute).

3.

Vibration Pattern – default, pulse, or SOS

4.

Snooze – Off, five minutes, 10 minutes, 15 minutes, or 30 minutes (default off).

5.

Name – name the alarm.

6.

Play Alarm Sound on Phone – on or off (default on).

7.

Once the options are set, hit save.

Dismissing Alarm
1.

On the lock screen, swipe down on the alarm notification and press snooze or dismiss.

Or
2.

SS100BT: Unplug and plug the wall outlet.

SS125BT: Toggling the power switch off then back on will also dismiss the alarm.

PLEASE NOTE:
1.
Always test the SS100BT / SS125BT (Sonic Bomb) app to make sure you are connected. The app
will alert you when it’s out of range.
2.
Only phones with Android 5 (Lollipop) or higher will work. Also for newer Samsung Galaxy
phones, you might need to press the icons that appear on the lock screen before the notification for
turning off or snoozing the alarms will appear.

iOS Instructions:
Before using the SS125BT for the first-time, the shaker needs to be fully charged.
To use the SS100BT, simply plug into an electrical outlet.
Indicator LEDs – SS125BT only:
When connected by USB:
Solid Green = Full charge
Solid Red = Charging
When battery-powered:
Blinking Green = Battery ok
Blinking Red = Battery low

Configuring your SS100BT / SS125BT (Sonic Bomb) App
1.
Open the app and check that your phone is set to accept notifications from the SS100BT /
SS125BT shaker.
2.

Turn the switch to “ON” for the shaker.

3.

Follow directions onscreen to pair to your iPhone. Finish pairing by pressing “pair”.

4.

Pairing completes when buttons turn red.

5.

Use setup screen to choose alerts you want: phone, text, and Gmail.

6.

Test the SS100BT / SS125BT (Sonic Bomb) app to make sure it works.

Set up of Notifications
Choose from the notifications list which events will make your SS100BT / SS125BT vibrate.
Use setup screen to choose alerts you want: phone, text, and Gmail.
Notifications Setup (options disabled by default):
1.

Phone Calls – enable and your SS100BT / SS125BT will vibrate when you receive a call.

2.

Text Messages – enable and your SS100BT / SS125BT will vibrate when you receive a text.

3.

Email Received – enable and your SS100BT / SS125BT will vibrate when you receive an Email.

Setting Alarms
1.

Press “+” sign

2.

When the alarm screen comes up:

3.

Set the vibration strength

4.

Pick your vibration pattern

5.

Determine your snooze time

6.

Choose your alarm duration

7.

Decide whether you want the sound on or off

8.

Test the connection

Dismissing Alarm
1.

When the alarm goes off while using, press the notification to snooze/dismiss the alert.

2.

For iPhone 6 or below, swipe left on the alert and press view to snooze/dismiss the alert.

3.

For iPhone 7 or above, force press the alert to snooze/dismiss the alert.

4.

Toggling the SS125BT power switch off then back on will also dismiss the alarm.

Setting up Email Alerts
1.

Access settings application

2.

Go into notifications’ control panel

3.

Choose Gmail notifications

4.

Select “Allow Notifications” to choose how you wish to be alerted

PLEASE NOTE:
1.
Always test the SS100BT / SS125BT (Sonic Bomb) App to make sure you are connected. The app
will alert you when it’s out of range.
2.

Only phones updated to IOS 10 or higher work.

